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MINING CASES IN ATHENIAN LAW 

The silver mines in the Laureion district of south-east Attika formed an important 
part of the Athenian economy, but the surviving evidence about them is not easy to 
interpret. Modern study began with Boeckh and, after other nineteenth-century 
contributions, reached its apogee in Ardaillon’s book, published in 1897.1 The most 
significant contribution of the twentieth century was the mining leases inscribed on 
stone by the officials called poletai, the sellers of state property; these were 
published by Crosby2 and discussed at length by Hopper.3 The inscriptions have 
thrown much light on the system used for leasing the mines, but not much on the 
relevant legal proceedings. The best account of Athenian mining law and legal 
procedure is still Ardaillon’s,4 but since a century has passed since its appearance, I 
think it is time to present some of his points afresh and add a few others of my own. 

The literary evidence for legal proceedings, including references in the later 
lexica, is probably all related to the second half of the fourth century BC, and the 
inscriptions of the leases all date from the period between 367 and 300. 
Consequently my comments about the legal proceedings all refer to that period; we 
cannot say how far the same procedures were used in earlier times. 

Before coming to the legal actions I must first explain briefly the principles of 
tenure of the mines. This used to be a very controversial subject, but since Crosby’s 
publication of the inscriptions and Hopper’s discussion of them it seems to be 
generally agreed that the mines were all regarded as belonging to the state, which let 
them on lease to the individuals operating them.5 This was true even when the 
surface of the ground above a mine was the private property of an individual citizen. 
A few bits of evidence have in the past been thought to show that privately owned 
                                         

1 Edouard Ardaillon, Les Mines du Laurion dans l’antiquité (Paris, 1897). 
2 Margaret Crosby, “The Leases of the Laureion Mines,” Hesperia 19 (1950) 189-312, and 

“More Fragments of Mining Leases from the Athenian Agora,” Hesperia 26 (1957) 1-23. 
The texts have been republished with minor revisions by Merle K. Langdon, “Poletai 
Records,” The Athenian Agora 19 (1991) 53-143. 

3 R.J. Hopper, “The Attic Silver Mines in the Fourth Century B.C.,” BSA 48 (1953) 200-
54, and “The Laurion Mines: A Reconsideration,” BSA 63 (1968) 293-326. On the social 
and economic significance of the mines see also Robin Osborne, Demos: The Discovery 
of Classical Attika (Cambridge, 1985) 111-26. 

4 Ardaillon, Les Mines 200-9. 
5 For discussion of the prices see Hopper, BSA 48 (1953) 224-39; K.M.W. Shipton, “The 

Prices of the Athenian Silver Mines,” ZPE 120 (1998) 57-63. 
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mines also existed, the most significant being a passage of Hypereides which tells us 
that a jury decided that a certain mine was ‡dion.6 But it is now generally agreed that 
this expression can mean simply that Epikrates was the lessee of the mine, not that 
he owned it outright, and there is no clear evidence that any mines were owned 
outright by private individuals.7 Distinct from a mine (m°tallon) was a workshop 
(§rgastÆrion), which was a building or area on the surface for processing ore 
obtained from a mine.8 A workshop was owned by an individual, not by the state. 

If we accept that all mines belonged to the state, it naturally follows that anyone 
who opened up a new mine, even if it was under land belonging to himself, was 
required to report it to the authorities and pay the appropriate rent for it. It is also 
likely that sometimes a man who dug a shaft and found a vein of silver under his 
own land, or perhaps in a rough area not farmed by anyone, might avoid reporting it, 
so as to be able to keep the silver without paying the rent. This explains one kind of 
legal action mentioned by Hypereides and the lexica. 
 

Hyp. Eux. 34: Te¤sidow ... Ípisxnoum°nou tØn Fil¤ppou ka‹ Nausikl°ouw 
épogrãcein, ka‹ l°gontow …w §j énapogrãfvn metãllvn peploutÆkasi ... 
“When Teisis promised to list the (sc. property) of Philippos and Nausikles, and 
said that they had got rich from unregistered mines ...” 
 
Names of Cases (Dik«n ÙnÒmata, Bekker Anecdota Graeca 1) 184.27-8: 
égrãfou metãllou diå t«n lãyr& §rgazom°nvn érgÊrion efisÆgonto ofl 
suggin≈skontew. 
“For an unregistered mine, those who shared knowledge of it were brought in 
(sc. to court) by those working silver secretly.” 

 
Phot. Lex. a 255: égrãfou metãllou d¤kh: ofl tå érgÊreia m°talla 
§rgazÒmenoi, ˜pou boÊlointo kainoË ¶rgou êrjasyai, fanerÚn §poioËnto to›w 
§pÉ §ke¤noiw tetagm°noiw ÍpÚ toË dÆmou ka‹ épegrãfonto toË tele›n ßneka t“ 
dÆmƒ efikostØn tetãrthn toË kainoË metãllou. e‡ tiw oÔn §dÒkei lãyr&̀ 
§rgãzesyai m°tallon, tÚn <mØ> épogracãmenon §j∞n t“ boulom°nƒ grãfesyai 
ka‹ §l°gxein. 
“Case of an unregistered mine: men working the silver mines, wherever they 
wanted to open up new work, declared it to those appointed for that purpose by 
the people, and registered it for payment to the people of a twenty-fourth of the 
new mine. If anyone was found to be working a mine secretly, anyone who 

                                         
6 Hyp. Eux. 36 ¶gnvsan ‡dion e‰nai tÚ m°tallon, regarded as proof of private ownership 

by J.H. Lipsius, Das attische Recht und Rechtsverfahren (Leipzig, 1905-15) 311 note 8. 
7 Hopper, BSA 48 (1953) 206-7; A.R.W. Harrison, The Law of Athens 1 (Oxford, 1968) 

203 note 1. 
8 On the nature of an §rgastÆrion for a silver mine see Crosby, Hesperia 19 (1950) 194-
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wished was allowed to prosecute him who had not registered it, and to prove 
him guilty.” 
The entry in the Souda lexicon a 345 is identical. 

 
In all these passages it is clear that it was an offence to operate a mine which had not 
been registered with the proper authorities, presumably the poletai. Hypereides uses 
the adjective énapÒgrafow, the lexicographers êgrafow, but there is no need to 
imagine a distinction of meaning between those two words; they are just synonyms 
meaning “unregistered.” But we should distinguish épogrãfv from épogrãfomai: 
the middle voice is regularly used in the inscriptions for registering a mine for one’s 
own use, but the active voice denotes a method of public prosecution. Prosecution 
by apographe (listing) involved submitting a list of property which the prosecutor 
asserted should be forfeited to the state.9 If it is correct that this procedure was used 
to prosecute for an unregistered mine, presumably the prosecutor would list items of 
the defendant’s property or money equal in value to the amount of silver which he 
was alleged to have obtained from the mine illegally. In the particular case 
mentioned by Hypereides, Teisis, alleging that unregistered mines were the sole 
source of the wealth of Philippos and Nausikles, may have threatened to list the 
whole of their property. However, Photios does not call prosecution for this offence 
apographe, but uses the simple verb grãfesyai, implying that the method of 
prosecution was an ordinary graphe. The rest of the passage from Photios casts no 
light on this discrepancy. His reference to “a twenty-fourth” is not to be taken as 
meaning the penalty on conviction for this offence, but a tax which the defendant 
had avoided paying; the figure, though, is not mentioned elsewhere and may be an 
error.10 

As for the Names of Cases entry, it does not name the prosecution procedure at 
all, but seems to be saying that other persons who knew about an unregistered mine 
(neighbouring farmers, for example) could be brought into the case. How that would 
happen is obscure. More useful, perhaps, are some passages in the Demosthenic 
speech Against Phainippos. This speech belongs to a case of antidosis, but the 
speaker, whose name is not known, mentions several times an earlier case which he 
lost. 
 

Dem. 42.3: tÚ teleuta›on nun¤ me de› tª pÒlei tr¤a tãlanta kataye›nai, 
tãlanton katå tØn mer¤da: met°sxon gãr, …w mÆ potÉ felon, kégΔ toË 
dhmeuy°ntow metãllou. 
“Now finally I have to pay the city 3 talents, a talent for each part; for I too had 
a share in the confiscated mine – I wish I hadn’t!” 

                                         
9 On apographe generally see A.R.W. Harrison, The Law of Athens 2 (Oxford, 1971) 211-

17, but he does not consider its application to cases of unregistered mines. 
10 Cf. Crosby, Hesperia 19 (1950) 203 note 44. 
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Dem. 42.20: pÒllÉ §k t«n ¶rgvn t«n érgure¤vn §g≈, Fa¤nippe, prÒteron aÈtÚw 
t“ §mautoË s≈mati pon«n ka‹ §rgazÒmenow sunelejãmhn: ımolog«. nun‹ d¢ 
plØn Ùl¤gvn ëpantÉ épol≈leka. 
“I previously amassed a substantial amount from the production of silver, 
Phainippos, by my own physical labour and work; I admit it. But now I have lost 
it all, except for a little.” 
 
Dem. 42.32: ka‹ går efi ofik°thw Ím«n, mØ pol¤thw ∑n, ır«ntew ên mou tØn 
filerg¤an ka‹ tØn efiw Ímçw eÎnoian, énepaÊsatÉ ên me t«n énalvmãtvn ka‹ 
§p‹ tÚn drapeteÊonta t«n êllvn ≥lyete. tÚn aÈtÚn trÒpon ka‹ nËn, §peidån 
épote¤sv tå tr¤a tãlanyÉ ì Œflon, ... 
“For if I had been your servant, not a citizen, on seeing my industriousness and 
goodwill towards you, you would have relieved me of expenditure and turned to 
someone else who shirked it. In the same way, as it is, after I pay the 3 talents 
which I was condemned to pay, ...” 

 
The speaker has been ordered to perform an expensive liturgy, but he claims that he 
now has little money and Phainippos, who is richer, ought to perform it in his place. 
He is therefore proceeding against Phainippos by antidosis, challenging him either 
to perform the liturgy or to exchange properties with him. The sentences which I 
have quoted explain why he has become poor. The reason is that he was condemned 
to pay a heavy fine in a previous case concerning a silver mine. He says that he 
worked hard at the mine, but now it has been confiscated and he has been 
condemned to pay 3 talents to the state. But several things remain obscure.11 He does 
not explain why the mine was confiscated or why he had to pay a fine. He says that 
he shared the mine, and the words “3 talents, a talent for each part” imply that he 
had two partners; but in that case why did he have to pay all three shares of the fine? 
Clearly he is assuming that the jurors listening to his speech already have some 
knowledge of the affair concerning the mine; for he speaks of “the confiscated 
mine” as if it were one of which the jurors were already aware, and he says “I too 
had a share” implying that the jurors are already aware of the other partners. Perhaps 
the affair of the mine was one of general notoriety in Athens; perhaps Phainippos 
had been talking about it in public. I find it intriguing that in 42.32 the speaker 
imagines himself as a servant of the Athenians, and I wonder whether he was indeed 
a servant in some sense. One possibility is that the other two partners were 
prominent men who employed the speaker as manager of the mine, and when they 
were found guilty on a charge related to the mine they fled from Athens leaving the 
manager to pay the whole penalty. Then, when Phainippos declares that the manager 
has got rich on the proceeds from the mine, he retorts that he was not merely an 
employee of the two partners, as might have been assumed, but was actually a third 

                                         
11 Cf. Ardaillon, Les Mines 186-7. 
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partner himself, and as the only partner now left in Athens he has been landed with 
the whole of the fine. 

That is just a speculative explanation of the wording of 42.3, and may be wrong. 
But here I am concerned rather with the legal case against the partners: why was the 
mine confiscated and a large fine imposed in addition? We cannot say for certain, 
but the best suggestion is Hopper’s,12 that the mine had not been officially 
registered; so a prosecution for an unregistered mine was brought by some citizen 
(Phainippos?) against the men operating it, and when found guilty they had not only 
to hand the mine over but also to pay a large sum, which may have been the 
estimated value of the silver which they had already extracted from it. This seems to 
me the best way of explaining the double character of the penalty: confiscation of 
the mine and a heavy fine in addition. But if it is right, we should notice that the 
legal procedure does not look like apographe. The speaker talks of a fine of a 
specified amount which he will have to pay; he does not say that some of his 
property is being forfeited. That seems to imply that the procedure is graphe. So 
perhaps both procedures, graphe and apographe, were available for prosecution for 
an unregistered mine, and we can accept the apparent reference to graphe in Photios 
as well as the reference to apographe in Hypereides. 

We may next look at the sentences which follow almost immediately in the 
speech Against Euxenippos. 
 

Hyp. Eux. 35-6: fÆnantow går Lusãndrou tÚ ÉEpikrãtouw m°tallon toË 
Pallhn°vw <…w> §ntÚw t«n m°trvn tetmhm°non, ˘ ±rgãzeto m¢n ≥dh tr¤a ¶th, 
mete›xon dÉ aÈtoË ofl plousi≈tatoi sxedÒn ti t«n §n tª pÒlei, ı d¢ LÊsandrow 
Ípisxne›to triakÒsia tãlanta efisprãjein tª pÒlei (tosaËta går efilhf°nai 
aÈtoÁw §k toË metãllou): éllÉ ˜mvw ofl dikasta‹ ... ¶gnvsan ‡dion e‰nai tÚ 
m°tallon. 
“When Lysandros revealed that the mine of Epikrates of Pallene had been cut 
inside the limits – a mine which he had already been working for three years, 
and pretty well the richest men in the city were partners in it – and Lysandros 
promised to exact 300 talents for the city (for that was the amount he said they 
had obtained from the mine), still the jurors ... decided that the mine was his 
own.” 

 
In this case, by contrast with the previous one, the legal procedure is clear, and it is 
the definition of the offence which is obscure. The procedure is clear from the first 
word, fÆnantow, which I have translated “revealed.” This refers to the procedure of 
phasis, which I have discussed previously.13  

                                         
12 Hopper, BSA 48 (1953) 225. 
13 Douglas M. MacDowell, “The Athenian Procedure of Phasis,” Symposion 1990 (1991) 

187-98, with a response by M.H. Hansen on pages 199-201. 
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In that paper I distinguished three types of phasis, and in a more recent paper 
Wallace has argued that its range was wider still.14 However, the case of Lysandros 
and Epikrates clearly belongs to the best known type, in which the prosecutor 
initiated the action by pointing out some object or property with which an offence 
had been committed. In this case the property which Lysandros pointed out was a 
silver mine. Hypereides does not tell us to which magistrates he pointed it out, but 
we can guess that it was the poletai, because they were the officials in charge of 
leasing mines. But two problems in this passage remain unsolved. 

First, there is the definition of the offence. The text says that the mine had been 
cut §ntÚw t«n m°trvn, literally “inside the measures.” Although the word m°tron has 
a variety of applications, I think we can safely assume that the “measures” of a mine 
are the definition or limits within which digging should take place. But surely it 
would be an offence to cut a mine outside, not inside the limits. Many suggestions 
have been made to explain the phrase, but they are almost entirely unconvincing. 
The simplest is Cobet’s: he proposed to alter the text by changing §ntÒw to §ktÒw, 
“outside.” That gives perfect sense, but the objection to it is that virtually the same 
phrase, t«n m°trvn §ntÒw, is used in a sentence of Demosthenes’ speech Against 
Pantainetos (37.36, quoted below) referring to what must be the same offence, 
although phasis is not mentioned there. It is difficult to believe that exactly the same 
scribal error occurred in both places. But if we keep §ntÒw, how can that be 
interpreted to mean cutting a mine beyond the proper limits? Hopper at first 
suggested that cutting a mine “inside the boundaries” means cutting through them.15 
Later he suggested that it means either cutting down supporting pillars or exceeding 
some regulation distance between them.16 It seems to me that, if §ntÒw is correct, the 
reference can only be to cutting within the limits of a neighbouring mine.17 But the 
sense required is given so exactly by §ktÒw that I would not rule out Cobet’s 
emendation of the text, even though it does mean postulating a coincidence of errors. 

The other problem concerns the penalty. In phasis the normal penalty on 
conviction was that the object or property concerned in the offence was confiscated 
and sold, and the proceeds were divided equally between the successful prosecutor 
and the public treasury. But clearly the present case was a little different. A mine 
belonged to the state anyway. Probably Epikrates, if he had lost the case, would have 
forfeited his lease, but the prospective penalty mentioned by Hypereides is a 
payment to the state of 300 talents, the total amount which Epikrates and his partners 
were alleged to have obtained from the mine. The best way to explain this is to 
assume that, when phasis concerned a mine, the property at which it was directed 

                                         
14 Robert W. Wallace, “Phainein in Athenian Laws and Legal Procedures,” Symposion 

1999 (2003) 167-81, including a brief discussion of mining cases on pages 173-4. 
15 Hopper, BSA 48 (1953) 220-1. 
16 Hopper, BSA 63 (1968) 306. 
17 For this and other views, see David Whitehead, Hypereides: The Forensic Speeches 

(Oxford, 2000) 248-9. 
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was not the mine itself but the silver extracted from it. This (or its value in money) is 
what was confiscated to the state, and – though Hypereides does not mention it – 
half of it (in this case that would have been 150 talents) was then handed over to the 
prosecutor. 

The measures or limits (m°tra) of a mine must have been a distance measured 
horizontally underground from the vertical shaft or other starting-point of the mine. 
Miners digging a tunnel horizontally, if they went beyond the limits, would not 
necessarily meet the tunnel of the neighbouring mine (and indeed would gain little 
by entering a tunnel from which the ore had already been extracted), but would 
probably be trying to dig down to a lower level not already exploited. I believe 
therefore that we have further references in the lexica to phasis for cutting beyond 
the limits. 
 

Lex. Cant. 25.15-17:18 Kaik¤liow d¢ fãsin fhs‹n e‰nai ∂n katå t«n tå dhmÒsia 
m°talla ÍporuttÒntvn épof°rousi ka‹ kayÒlou katå t«n tå koinå 
kleptÒntvn. 
“Kaikilios says it is phasis which they bring against those digging under public 
mines, and in general against those stealing public property.” 
 
Lex. Rhet. (Bekker Anecdota Graeca 1) 315.16-18: fãsiw: mÆnusiw prÚw toÁw 
êrxontaw katå t«n ÍporuttÒntvn tÚ m°tallon, μ katå t«n édikoÊntvn xvr¤on 
μ ofik¤an ≥ ti t«n dhmos¤vn. 
“Phasis: denunciation to the magistrates against those digging under a mine, or 
against those committing offences against land or a building or any public 
property.” 
The entry in the Souda lexicon at the end of f 125 is similar. 

 
Kaikilios was a rhetorician of the first century BC who wrote important studies of 
the Attic orators and is likely to have got his information directly from them. 
Although only one of these lexical entries mentions him by name, both are probably 
derived from him and through him from some Athenian speech now lost. It appears 
that in that speech phasis was mentioned as the procedure used for an offence called 
m°tallon ÍporÊttein. The verb ÍporÊttv means “dig under” or “undermine,” and 
the offence of digging under a mine must be that of digging into the area belonging 
to a neighbouring mine.19 I suggest that this is simply a different form of words 
having the same meaning as §ntÚw (or §ktÚw) t«n m°trvn t°mnein, and confirms that 
phasis was the procedure used for prosecution for that offence. 

                                         
18 Lexicon Rhetoricum Cantabrigiense, ed. E.O. Houtsma, reprinted in Lexica Graeca 

Minora, ed. K. Latte and H. Erbse (Hildesheim, 1965) p. 85. 
19 Hopper, BSA 48 (1953) 222, takes ÍporÊttein tÚ m°tallon to be synonymous with toÁw 

mesokrine›w Ífele›n, but that is a less obvious interpretation of “dig under.” 
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Another public offence concerning the mines is mentioned in the section on 
Lykourgos in the Lives of the Ten Orators attributed to Plutarch. 
 

[Plu.] Ethika 843d-e: ¶krine d¢ ka‹ D¤filon, §k t«n érgure¤vn metãllvn toÁw 
mesokrine›w, o„ §bãstazon tå Íperke¤mena bãrh, ÍfelÒnta ka‹ §j aÈt«n 
peplouthkÒta parå toÁw nÒmouw: ka‹ yanãtou ˆntow §pitim¤ou èl«nai §po¤hse, 
ka‹ pentÆkonta draxmåw §k t∞w oÈs¤aw aÈtoË •kãstƒ t«n polit«n di°neime, 
t«n pãntvn sunaxy°ntvn talãntvn •katÚn •jÆkonta: ≥, Àw tinew, mnçn. 
“(Lykourgos) also put Diphilos on trial because he had removed from the silver 
mines the pillars which supported the weight above, and had enriched himself 
from them illegally. The penalty was death; he got him convicted, and 
distributed 50 drachmas from his property to each of the citizens, the total 
amount being 160 talents – or, according to some people, a mna.”20 

 
The mesokrine›w were pillars of the original rock, perhaps containing ore, which had 
been left in place to support the roof.21 Removal of those supports would increase 
the risk of a collapse of the roof and endanger the lives of those who worked in the 
mine. Consequently it was regarded as a very serious offence. The word §pit¤mion 
usually means a penalty fixed by law,22 rather than one assessed by a jury, and so the 
present passage probably means that there was a law prescribing death, with 
confiscation of property, as the penalty for removing the pillars from a mine. The 
text does not say what procedure was used to prosecute for this offence, but it must 
surely have been a public case of some sort, probably graphe. 

That completes our information about public prosecutions concerning the mines, 
but there were also private prosecutions, for Arist. Ath. Pol. 59.5 includes 
metallikãw in a list of private cases taken into court by the thesmothetai. For details 
we rely entirely on the speech Against Pantainetos (Dem. 37). This is a speech 
written by Demosthenes for delivery by a man named Nikoboulos in a paragraphe 
trial, probably in 346 BC. Pantainetos was the lessee of a mine and had a workshop 
(§rgastÆrion) near the mine with thirty slaves for processing the ore. He did not 
own the workshop and workmen outright; Nikoboulos and his friend Euergos were 
the owners (or part-owners), and Pantainetos held the workshop and workmen by 
lease or “sale with right of redemption” – the terminology and details of the 
arrangement are difficult and need not be discussed here.23 Pantainetos failed to pay 

                                         
20 A total of 160 talents would provide 50 drachmas (half a mna) each for 19200 citizens, or 

a mna for 9600. The number of citizens at this time is not known, but the latter figure is 
certainly too low. 

21 Pollux 3.87. Hopper, BSA 48 (1953) 222-3, rejects this definition on grounds which seem 
inadequate. 

22 E.g. Ant. 4.1.4, Lyk. Leo. 4, Dem. 18.14. 
23 See Edward M. Harris, “When is a Sale not a Sale? The Riddle of Athenian Terminology 

for Real Security Revisited,” CQ 38 (1988) 351-81. 
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the rent or interest, and so Euergos, in Nikoboulos’ absence abroad, repossessed the 
workshop and workmen; but Pantainetos then prosecuted Euergos for this and some 
related incidents, and won the case. He also prosecuted Nikoboulos, after his return 
to Athens, on the same charge. This was a prosecution for damage (blãbh, in the 
sense of causing him financial loss). Much of the charge is quoted in the surviving 
speech. The following were apparently the principal accusations. 

 
1 Nikoboulos ordered his slave Antigenes to seize the money which was to 

have been taken to the state treasury to pay the rent for Pantainetos’ mine, 
thus causing Pantainetos to incur an additional payment as a debtor to the 
treasury. 

2 Nikoboulos sent Antigenes to repossess the workshop and workmen. 
3 Nikoboulos told the workmen to stop working for Pantainetos. 
4 Nikoboulos took over the ore in the workshop and kept the silver extracted 

from it. 
5 Nikoboulos sold the workshop and workmen to other purchasers, in 

contravention of the agreement giving Pantainetos the right to buy it. 
6 There were other accusations involving “assault and insolence and offences 

of violence and against heiresses” (37.33), but details of these are not given. 
 
Nikoboulos then resorted to the paragraphe procedure to try to prevent 

Pantainetos’ prosecution from coming to trial, and the surviving text is his speech 
arguing that it is illegal. His main argument is that Pantainetos had previously given 
him release from all charges, but here we are concerned with his secondary 
argument, which is that some of Pantainetos’ accusations are ones which should 
have been taken to different magistrates, not to the thesmothetai who were the 
magistrates responsible for mining cases. He calls for the mining law (tÚn 
metallikÚn nÒmon) to be read out. The text of the law is not preserved, but after it is 
read he makes these comments. 
 

Dem. 37.35-6: otow saf«w ı nÒmow die¤rhken œn e‰nai d¤kaw prosÆkei 
metallikãw. oÈkoËn ı m¢n nÒmow, §ãn tiw §j¤ll˙ tinå t∞w §rgas¤aw, ÍpÒdikon 
poie›: §gΔ dÉ oÈx ˜pvw aÈtÚw §j¤llv, éllÉ œn toËton êllow épest°rei, toÊtvn 
§gkrat∞ kat°sthsa ka‹ par°dvka, ka‹ pratØr toÊtou dehy°ntow §genÒmhn. na¤, 
fhs¤n: éllå kín êllo ti édikª tiw per‹ tå m°talla, ka‹ toÊtvn efis‹n d¤kai. 
Ùry«w g ', Œ Panta¤nete: éllå taËta t¤ §stin; ín tÊf˙24 tiw, ín ˜plÉ §pif°r˙, 
ín §pikatat°mn˙ t«n m°trvn §ntÒw. taËtÉ §st‹n têlla, œn oÈd¢n dÆpou 
p°praktai prÚw Ímçw §mo¤, plØn efi toÁw komizom°nouw ì proe›ntÒ soi, mey' 
˜plvn ¥kein nom¤zeiw. efi d¢ taËyÉ ≤ge›, prÚw ëpantaw toÁw proÛem°nouw tå 
§aut«n efis¤ soi d¤kai metallika¤. éllÉ oÈ d¤kaion. 

                                         
24 On the alternative reading Ífãc˙, see Ardaillon, Les Mines 203 note 2. 
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“This law clearly defines the proper subjects for mining cases. The law, then, 
makes liable to prosecution anyone who excludes anyone from his workings; but 
I, so far from excluding him myself, have given him control of what someone 
else was keeping from him, and handed it over to him, and acted as vendor at 
his request. ‘Yes,’ he says, ‘but prosecutions can be brought also for other 
offences concerning the mines.’ Quite right, Pantainetos, but what are they? 
Causing smoke; attacking with weapons; cutting a mine inside the limits. Those 
are the other offences, and surely I haven’t committed any of them against you – 
unless you consider that creditors recovering their money from you are armed 
attackers! If you think that, you can bring mining cases against all men who 
lend you their money. But that’s not right.” 

 
Elsewhere in the speech he remarks that these are monthly cases (d¤kai ¶mmhnoi, 
Dem. 37.2), which Edward Cohen some years ago showed to be cases for which 
prosecutions were accepted every month.25 We may therefore say that on a certain 
day every month the thesmothetai26 received applications to prosecute for the 
offences of excluding a lessee from the mine he had leased, for raising smoke or 
attacking someone with weapons in a mine, or for cutting a mine inside the limits. 
The last offence in this list gives us another instance (in fact the only other instance) 
of the expression “inside the limits,” which I have already discussed in connection 
with Hyp. Eux. 35. 

But that raises a question about the procedure. The case of Pantainetos in Dem. 
37 is a private dike; Arist. Ath. Pol. 59.5 includes mining cases in a list of private 
dikai assigned to the thesmothetai; two lost lÒgoi metalliko¤ attributed to 
Deinarkhos are listed by Dionysios as speeches for private cases;27 and one might 
assume that the offences listed in Dem. 37.35-6 as being included in the mining law 
were all subjects of private dikai. Yet in Hyp. Eux. 35 it is clearly stated that the 
procedure used by Lysandros to denounce Epikrates’ mine as cut inside the limits 
was phasis, a type of public prosecution; the public nature of that case is confirmed 
by the statement that the penalty on conviction was to be payment of a large sum to 
the state. There are two possible explanations. One is that the procedure for 
prosecuting for cutting inside the limits was always phasis, and that the same law 
about mining provided for that type of public prosecution as well as for private 
prosecutions for other mining offences. The other is that the offence of cutting inside 
the limits appeared in two different laws providing for different methods of 

                                         
25 Edward E. Cohen, Ancient Athenian Maritime Courts (Princeton, 1973) 23-59. 
26 The hypothesis to Dem. 37 mentions t“ metallik“ dikasthr¤ƒ but this may be a 

misapprehension by Libanios. It is unlikely that the thesmothetai had a special building 
for mining cases. 

27 Dion. Hal. Deinarkhos 12 (p. 319.2 Radermacher) and 13 (p. 320.20 Radermacher). 
Details of the former case are not given; in the latter the speaker complained of being 
turned out of his mine by the lessee of neighbouring mines. 
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prosecution, so that either a public case of phasis or a private dike could be raised. 
Since we know that there were other offences which could be the subject of either a 
public or a private case,28 I am inclined to think this latter explanation preferable. If 
it is right, a private dike for cutting inside the limits could be brought only by the 
lessee of a neighbouring mine of which the boundaries had been invaded, and he, if 
successful, would receive financial compensation. A public phasis for this offence 
could be brought by anybody (ı boulÒmenow), and any penalty paid would be shared 
between the state and the prosecutor; this would be the only procedure available if 
the mining rights to the neighbouring ground had not been leased. 

We cannot be sure that Nikoboulos’ list of offences included in the mining law 
is complete; there may have been other offences connected with mining which he 
does not mention. But he is surely correct in saying that some of the things of which 
Pantainetos accused him were not mining offences. Among the accusations as I have 
numbered them, no. 1 was about theft of money, no. 5 was about a breach of 
contract involving sale with right of redemption, and no. 6 included offences against 
heiresses; none of those can have been matters for the mining law. As Nikoboulos 
himself points out (Dem. 37.33), prosecutions for some of these offences needed to 
be taken to different magistrates, not to the thesmothetai. But what evidently 
happened is that Pantainetos wanted to make several accusations against 
Nikoboulos, and because some of those accusations concerned a mine he took the 
whole list to the thesmothetai on the day for acceptance of monthly cases about 
mines. Nikoboulos by his paragraphe objected that it was illegal to bring a hybrid 
prosecution in that way. Whether the jury agreed with him, we do not know. 

I conclude by listing the legal procedures for which we have evidence in mining 
cases. 

 
1 For operating an unregistered mine, either graphe or apographe. 
2 For removing a mine’s supporting pillars, some kind of public case, 

probably graphe. 
3 For cutting a mine inside the limits (whatever that means), either phasis or a 

private dike. 
4 For excluding a lessee from his mine, or for raising a smoke or attacking 

with weapons in a mine, a private dike. 
 

                                         
28 The best known example is theft; cf. Dem. 22.26-7. 



 

 


